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Business Insider is the largest financial and business news website of the world.

While others may tell you the news, we explain the whole picture and help you 
understand the present context and the future one. 

We write about innovation, successful entrepreneurship and positive change in 
our society.

We uncover unique and inspiring stories about the business, tech and finance 
worlds.
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Our values

Audience
Young and gender balanced

Global
Local content

International approach

Style
Language and narrative
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We understand and use new digital narratives 
to connect with our audience.

We use fresh, quick, clear and fun storytelling 
to show how the world is changing and how 

that’s going to affect them.

Style

We’re digital natives talking to digital natives
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Business Insider targets the 
new generation of leaders

50%
WOMEN

42%
25-44 

YEARS OLD

80%
MID-HIGH 

CLASS

Audience

Our users are hungry for experiences, ideas and 
knowledge. They want tips & tricks to work, play and live

better, and we offe the tools and stories they need to
better themselves everyday.
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Local content. International approach.
17 international editions in 9 languages

Business Insider

BI UK

BI Germany

BI Australia

BI Polska

BI China

BI Japan

BI Italy

BI India

BI Netherlands

BI Nordic

BI Africa

BI France

BI Singapore

BI Malaysia

BI Spain

BI South Africa

Global
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Our commitment

For the present economic system to be sustainable in the future, companies have to offer 
something more than an addecuate financial performance.

They must contribute to society in a positive manner and treat every interested party 
equally: shareholders, employees, clients and the communities in which they operate.
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Better Capitalism aims to restore a sense of justice and 
create opportunities to revitalize our economy, boosting

development, innovation, transparency and economic
growth. 
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Advertising Solutions
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BRANDING & 
PERFORMANCE

Video PremiumAudience AdsIAB formats Brand Day Native ads
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BrandLABSponsored 
Post

VideoWeb sites 
ad hoc

Events Content 
production

Performance 
Content
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Thank you


